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March 23rd, Saturday, 8:30 a.m.* Club Dive, Butterfly House, Carmel
March 27th, Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. Club Meeting, Crazy Horse Restaurant, Monterey
April 12th, Friday, 6:30 p.m.* After-Work Dive, San Carlos Beach, Monterey
April 20th, Saturday, 8:30 a.m. Clean-Up Dive, San Carlos Beach, Monterey
April 24th, Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. Club Meeting, Crazy Horse Restaurant, Monterey
April 27th, Saturday, 8:30 a.m.* Club Dive, North Monastery, Carmel
RED indicates change from original calendar
*all times are for dive briefing – divers should be geared up

Treasurer’s Two Cents
Following our annual elections, we enjoyed learning about Breakwater Scuba, the
newest full-time scuba shop on the peninsula, as well as the newest dive club business
member. We also want to welcome Brian Buechner of Monterey as the newest Sea
Otter member! Finally, we thank Andrew Folk and Frank Kocher for renewing their
memberships.
Breakwater Scuba owner Robert Haas drew names for the monthly raffle, and
Newsletter Editor Matt and Safety Officer Randy were the two lucky winners this month.
Walan Chang, Treasurer
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Minute to Minute
A MBSO Board meeting was held on March 16, 2019. In attendance were President –
Mark Holman, Treasurer – Walan Chang, Safety Officer – Randy Phares, Newsletter
Editor – Matt Denecour, Vice President Tom Hubbard, and Activities Coordinators Shannon Vereker, and Scott McReynolds.
Our main focus was discussing position responsibilities and we also brainstormed about
the website and future speakers.
Our next meeting will be April 24th, at 7:00 p.m. Everyone is invited to dial-in at 563999-2090 (365378# access code) and follow along.
2019 Election Results
President – Mark Holman
Vice President – Tom Hubbard
Secretary – Caleb Lawrence
Treasurer – Walan Chang
Safety Director – Randy Phares
Activities Director – Scott McReynolds
Dive Coordinator – Corey Penrose
Newsletter Editor – Matt Denecour
Welcome to our new, and returning board members!

Member Profile
We have three new faces on our board this year. Here is a bit about them…
Caleb Lawrence
Caleb and his family moved to Santa Cruz in 1973. He took up
diving in 1989 and has dived around the globe including, Alaska,
Hawaii, Fiji, Australia, Sulawesi, Bali, and Komodo. He hung up
his career as a PADI instructor and for the last 21 years has been
in private practice as a Registered Investment Advisor in Scotts
Valley. He is divorced with no kids. When he is not diving he
likes cooking, sailing, skiing, and doing track days with his Audi
S5. KPIG listeners might recognize Caleb’s voice from his 19
years of giving stock market info on that station.
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Tom Hubbard
Tom is retired from the produce business and likes to hike and kayak. He builds his
own kayaks and scale model boats as well. He is a commercial pilot but most recently
was a glider enthusiast. He has many years diving in the Monterey area.

Scott McReynolds
Scott and his wife, Nancy, moved to the Monterey area three years ago. His job
working for a software company as an instructor showing the customers how to use
their software keeps him traveling quite a bit. He has been diving since 2003, but often
in tropical waters. He has a new semi-dry wetsuit and is looking forward to doing lots of
diving locally.
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Being Monterey based, I thought it appropriate to dedicate this month’s AOF to the fish
most entwined with modern local history – the sardine. My source is Milton Love’s,
Certainly More Than You Want to Know About the Fishes of the Pacific Coast – A
Postmodern Experience. If you have never seen this book, or Dr. Love’s other book,
Probably More Than You Want to Know About the Fishes of the Pacific Coast – A
Humorous Guide to Pacific Fishes, you are truly missing out.
With a maximum length of 16 inches and
weight of just over a pound, pacific
sardine (sometimes called pilchards) can
live to 16 years old, though most don’t
make it past 8 years in the wild. They
form massive schools and are quite
sensitive to water temperature, moving
northward during warm-water periods.
Females spawn once every 7 days and
produce 10,000 - 100,000 eggs at a time.
They consume zooplankton and
phytoplankton, larvaceans and fish eggs,
and are consumed by many fish, birds
and sea mammals.

“Pacific sardine are small, pelagic fish with a doomed story
arc.”

Sardines were a part of Native American’s diet, and commercial harvesting really took
off in the early 1900’s, especially with the demand for troop rations during World War I.
Canners began reducing heads, tails and guts into oil and fish meal. They quickly
realized that selling the oil for use in soaps, paint, and linoleum, and the meal for
chicken feed was more lucrative than canning the fish for food. An interesting product
derived from the sardines is pearl essence, used for, “coating artificial pearls, the backs
of combs, brushes and all kinds of dressing table sets.” 300-400 pounds of scales
makes about a pound of pearl essence.
The fishery collapsed in the 1940’s with most of the remaining fish retreating to Baja
California until the 1980’s when warmer water brought sardines northward again.
Today, most of the catch is exported, often as bait or food for farmed tuna. Of course,
the story of the sardine fishery is a morality play of greed and misuse of our natural
resources. Or is it? Researchers counting the scales built up in seafloor sediments
over the last 2,000 years have concluded that the population has very large population
swings on a roughly 60-year cycle, and collapses like we saw in the ‘40’s are common.
Matt Denecour, Newsletter Editor
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March Meeting
Dr. James Lindholm
is the James W.
Rote Distinguished
Professor of Marine
Science and Policy
at CSU Monterey
Bay. He is the
founder and director
of the Institute for
Applied Marine
Ecology and founder
and Chair of the
CSUMB Research
Diving Program. His
research interests in
landscape ecology of
fishes, recovery of
seafloor habitats, and design of marine protected areas have taken him around the
world. He is also the author of two ocean-based adventure novels, Blood Cold and Into
a Deep Canyon.
Old neoprene
Is your old wetsuit or drysuit not doing its job anymore? Bring it to Adam at Bamboo Reef
for recycling. You will keep it out of the landfill and your old neoprene will become a nice
new yoga mat!

Past Meeting Recap
We had a full house for our February meeting, and a successful election for our 2019
board, with all positions filled! Randy shared a story from Scuba Diving magazine of an
unfortunate diver whose lack of experience and training with a drysuit may have led to
his demise.
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And we got to meet our new
neighbors, Breakwater Scuba.
Rob Haas and his partner took
over the shop in January 2018
from dive pioneer Bob Hollis.
Rob and Manager Anne De
Souza came to tell us about their
philosophy and programs.
Although the shop is very
capable of catering to the tech
crowd, their overall goal is to
make diving fun for everyone.
They offer tours at Breakwater
and Point Lobos and they have
installed a Buddy Board at the
shop for those looking for dive partners. BBQ might be part of their fun theme as they
are hosting a BBQ and fun dive in March, and a BBQ and night dive (in conjunction with
Bamboo Reef and Light & Motion) in May. They like to spread the joy around the globe
and have trips to Bali and Raja Ampat on the books.
But, they are serious too… offering the PADI instruction including the IDC for those who
want to become dive professionals and TDI
tech classes (like Intro to Tech, and
Rebreather).
Rob is quite a proponent of rebreathers and
he was very persuasive as to their benefits,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased bottom time
Lessened decompression obligations
Bubble-free is quieter and leads to better
marine life interactions
Fewer physical discomforts (warmer core,
less need to urinate, not as tired)
Breathing does not affect buoyancy
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Not that rebreathers don’t have drawbacks.
Predive set-up takes longer (1 – 1.5 hrs.) and
traveling with them is more challenging. The
three sensors, cells and solenoids are more
maintenance intensive, and the biggest
drawback is the cost – about $12,000. One way
around this is to rent, something that one can do
at Breakwater Scuba. Some divers are
concerned about rebreather accidents that have
happened. Rob pointed out that many of the
accidents were caused by divers not following
the pre-dive set-up steps. The technology has
gotten very
sophisticated and
safe. Did you
know the first
rebreather was
used in 1887?!
There are also
semi-closed rebreathers that are a little more forgiving,
and cheaper, but are limited to the Nitrox tables. The
thought of doing multiple hours-long dives at depth with no
bubbles scaring the fish is very tempting…
Another area of expertise at Breakwater is sidemount
diving. Tech divers love the comfort and streamlining of
using sidemount tanks. Rob demonstrated how the tanks
could be unhooked and swung out of the way to facilitate
restrictions found in cavern and wreck diving. Some will
use different breathing gasses in each tank, depending on
their profile.
We are very spoiled to have such great shops here in Monterey and it was nice seeing
that we have nice people like Rob and Anne here running one of them.
Matt Denecour
Photos by Matt Denecour and Walan Chang
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Safety First
Diving By The Numbers

0 - 90 - 180 - 270 - 360
A few years ago, a friend took me on a flight to Lake Tahoe and back in his single-engine
plane. Coming in to Monterey with its “marine layer,” he had to fly on instrument flight rules,
following the radio beacons to the airport. While he was doing that, I had absolutely no idea if
we were going straight, turning, climbing or descending, unless I looked at the instruments.
Doing that gave me some idea of what was happening, but I needed some instructions to
really understand it. Imagining I was piloting the plane, I still made some (mental) mistakes,
turning the yoke (mentally) in the wrong direction.
My friend, a retired airline captain, explained that nobody, not even the most seasoned pilot,
can sense the direction, in all three dimensions, the plane is traveling in a cloud without using
the instruments. And is readily understandable that the use of the instruments requires quite
some training and a lot of practice. Only with tons of experience will a pilot be truly proficient.
As scuba divers we experience similar problems underwater, especially when visibility is low.
Nobody can swim a long, straight course underwater without the help of an instrument. And
nobody can do it well without practice and experience. Good u/w navigation is a skill and an
art. Some people will never be able to do it excellently, but everyone can learn the basics and
learn to do it well enough for most routine situations. It should be also quite simple to
understand that we all have to be able to do it on our own. Simply following the leader just
isn’t acceptable in the long run. In that flight with my friend, what would have happened if he’d
had a heart attack? I wouldn’t have been able to land that plane. What if your dive buddy is
incapacitated during the dive? Will you be able to navigate safely back?
It is impossible to teach a skill, especially one that involves some equipment, through reading.
You have to do it repeatedly to learn it and to imprint it in your subconsciousness. (Here I go
again with that s-word. We dive instructors must be somewhat Pavlovian.) I urge you,
therefore, to go out and have a practice session, preferably with an instructor or very
experienced diver, if you don’t feel totally confident about your compass navigation skills, or if
you haven’t used your compass for a while. It’s like riding a bicycle: You never un-learn it
completely, but you can get rusty.
During these practice sessions you should concentrate on several points:
1. Know your compass thoroughly, or if you are buying a new one, take your time getting to
know all the models available, compare them directly with each other and become familiar
enough to make an educated decision which one to buy. Make the price a secondary factor;
select the features first and then shop for price.
Features to consider are:
The Otter Limits
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· The mounting of the compass. A wrist mount makes the compass readily available but
makes it harder to handle it safely. A console mount has the advantage that the compass is
always with you as soon as you have your regulator. Mounting the compass on a navigation
board is fairly easily done and will allow you to navigate most accurately.
· The lubber line must be clearly seen and it must be easy to align it with your body’s axis.
That’s why a wrist mount is not so advantageous and a console mount may give you trouble if
the hose is too short.
· Is the compass direct or indirect reading, does it have a compass needle or a card? That
determines which way you must turn the bezel for a certain action and where you read the
numbers. One or the other may be more confusing to you.
· Clearness of the design. If you compare a few compasses, you’ll see what I mean. Some
are very easy to read, and some are so hard to read that it is easy to see that underwater, with
the additional workload of scuba diving, they will be harder to handle safely.
· Markings. Primary and secondary marks must be clear and easily distinguishable. It must
be obvious which is the primary course marking and which is the one for the reciprocal course.
Mistaking one for the other will make you head for Hawaii instead of the beach.
· Top read or “side scan”. A little window in the side of the compass facing you allows you to
hold the compass up and sight over its top, still being able to read the numbers on the card.
That’s obviously an advantage and in my opinion worth the extra cost
2. The way you hold the compass has great influence on the accuracy of your navigation.
The lubber line has to be perfectly in line with your body’s axis. If you hold it a tiny bit askew,
you may do everything else perfectly and be totally off course. The best way is to hold the
compass with both hands up in front of you, sighting over its top along the lubber line. That’s
where the side scan window comes in handy. Also, if you tilt the compass, the card or needle
may get stuck and you tool happily along without realizing that you are off course. Once you
hold the compass correctly, force yourself to never turn the compass but to turn the diver.
Always have the lubber line in line with your body. In order to get a new direction, turn your
whole body.
3. Handling of the compass of the compass is important. You must be totally comfortable with
setting a course on your particular compass; watch out for that primary mark. To do a
reciprocal course, on most compasses you just turn until the needle or card points to the
secondary mark. Even if it’s that easy, it won’t hurt to do the math. Remember that a full circle
has 3600 and a half turn is 1800. (Now you know where the title of this article comes from.) To
calculate a reciprocal course, you just add or subtract 1800 to or from your original course,
making sure the result isn’t greater than 3600. Pretty easy. However, when your brain
functions slow down with the pressure underwater and the workload, you’ll be happy about
that secondary mark on the bezel, right?
Another thing you have to be able to do is get a bearing. Before you follow a course you have
to establish it. What is the direction to the exit point, to the boat, or to the exact dive site?
Sighting over the lubber line and turning the bezel so that you can read the degrees off
magnetic North should be just second nature. Luckily, in diving we don’t care about details like
the difference between geographic and magnetic North. As long as it’s understood that we all
speak about magnetic compass directions, we can cooperate. Just keep in mind that the
same physical direction will read differently on your compass from a chart or map. It’ll make
your life easier to also keep in mind that North is 00 or 3600, East 900, South 1800, West 2700.
4. A Dry run will help you become proficient. Remember your basic course? Your instructor
probably had you make a dry run before doing it underwater. Do it again (and again and
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again). Put a big towel or blanket over your head and practice walking a straight line to a
target. If you can’t do it reliably on dry land, it will be much more difficult underwater with the
distractions and the workload of handling the scuba equipment.
5. U/W practice is the final step. During the dive everything mentioned before has to come
together. If you have to think a lot about what to do, the how to do it will suffer. In addition,
there are a few points to consider:
· Don’t speed! It seems to be a common reflex for many divers: they take the bearing and
they take off, burning a lot of air and having the buddies follow like hounds on a wild boar hunt.
Relax! Speed doesn’t make you accurate. Just the opposite.
· Watch your depth. That’s another common reflex: the compass navigator arches his/her
back and automatically drifts up from the bottom and up and away. Watch the bottom and
your depth gauge. Many divers forget to purge air from their BC while gradually ascending
because they don’t realize it. While underway, they have dynamic buoyancy control (like an
airplane), changing their attitude in the water and actually swimming down, subconsciously
counteracting the expanding gas in the wetsuit. Once they stop, they lose that dynamic control
and up they go like a cork: POP! (You know how dangerous that is! The popping may be
more serious than your ears.)
· Use landmarks. If the visibility allows it, you can sight the farthest object on the bottom in
line with your course. Then forget about the compass, just swim straight to it. There, sight the
next landmark, and so on. Bingo, you just have eliminated influences like currents or your
body’s natural tendency to bend in one direction, making you swim a curve.
· Include natural navigation. Remember that good navigation is a combination of compass
and natural navigation. Natural navigation could be a whole topic of its own. Let me just
mention a few key words - ripples in the sand, contour, depth profile, map features, bottom
composition, water movement (surge), vegetation, sun or moon. Don’t forget that the easiest
way to get a rough reciprocal course is to just make a half turn while focusing your eyes on
landmarks instead of the compass.
Wow! When I started this article, I thought it would be a short one. But no skill in scuba diving
is totally simple or easy. We really have to work continuously to become better and safe
divers.
Diving By The Numbers is a classic column by Martin Metzger from the Sea Otters archives.

Scheduled Club Dives
March 23rd, Saturday, 8:30 a.m.* Club Dive, Butterfly House, Carmel
Butterfly House is located at the intersection of Scenic Road and Stewart Way in Carmel by
the Sea. There is a large expensive house there with an odd roof that resembles a butterfly
perched on the rocks overlooking a small cove. Parking is on the street and then we access
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the beach by an eroding goat path down to the water. There are no restrooms at this site so if
you are diving dry you may want to stop in to the port-a-potty just located along the road in at
Carmel River Beach.
We will meet up at the intersection and observe conditions before doing a briefing and gearing
up. The shallow cove is not kelped-in this time of year but the goat path to the water is not for
the meek so it is one of the more difficult dives we will attempt this year. However, the site is
beautiful and one of the nicest shore dives in Carmel. There are very large granite pinnacles
and chutes to explore. There are large and abundant fish species here as well as lots of
invertebrate life. This is a good dive to bring your camera and, if the visibility looks promising, a
wide angle lens.
If this site is not diveable, we will retreat to our backup site, San Carlos Beach. Please post on
Facebook if you are attending and if we do change the dive location we will post on Facebook
and you can be notified of the change.
April 12th, Friday, 6:30 p.m. After-Work Dive, San Carlos Beach, Monterey
Ok, ok, it's San Carlos Beach. We've all dived there, it's where most of us likely learned to dive
and where we go when everywhere else is blown out. We know it like the back of our hands.
But this time will be different.
We will be doing a night dive and night dives here are pretty epic. We have come across some
interesting and uncommon species like swell sharks, sailfin sculpins, masked pricklebacks,
tree fish, vermillion rockfish and even a California spiny lobster. The breakwater has a wide
variation of observed species and during the day these usually hide in the extensive maze of
riprap that comprise the man-made structure, but at night these hidden species make their way
out to forage.
Make sure to bring two lights and a tank marker light. General Guidelines for After Work &
Night Dives: To participate in after work dives or night dives, divers must carry a minimum of
two lights, one main light and one marker light (usually attached to the tank valve). The dive
must be terminated if a person experiences a malfunction of his/her light(s). That is why
carrying three lights is strongly recommended so that dive team can continue the dive if one
diver’s light ceases to function. For everyone’s diving pleasure, the club would like to thank all
participants for adhering to these recommendations for club dives.
After the dive, we often recount the nights events at a local pub/restaurant. See you there!
April 20th, Saturday, 8:30 a.m.* Clean-Up Dive, San Carlos Beach, Carmel
In 2009, the Monterey Bay Sea Otter’s Dive Club adopted San Carlos Beach within the
California Coastal Commission’s ‘Adopt a Beach’ program. We now organize quarterly beach
clean-ups that are both fun for divers and helpful to our environment.
It’s that time once again Sea Otters! We will be picking up debris on the topside of San Carlos
Beach as well as underwater along the Breakwater Wall on Saturday April 15th. We want our
adopted beach in tip-top shape. We will meet at 8:30 at the picnic tables that are close to the
beach. Non-diver guests are always welcome to join us because who doesn’t love a trash-free
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beach!
Peet’s Coffee in Monterey will graciously donate their delicious coffee for this event and there
will be perfectly paired doughnuts provided by the MBSO club. All we have to do is hope for
sunshine and a calm sea, which would make this a perfect dive day.
Please bring a knife to cut fishing line and a goodie-bag to put your trashy collections in. If you
don’t have a goodie-bag, the club has some that we will happily loan out.
We hope you will join us in cleaning our beautiful adopted beach!
April 27th, Saturday, 8:30 a.m.* Club Dive, North Monastery, Carmel
North Monastery is one of those rare places where you can do a short kick from shore and go
as deep as you would like to possibly dive. The huge granite boulders drop off at 60 degrees in
to the black abyss of the deep-water trench that comes very near the shore. It is possible to
see the usual rockfish and perch and an abundance
of lingcod that seem to thrive and grow large in this
marine protected area.
This is an ADVANCED dive and divers that come
here should be prepared for a more challenging
entry and exit in course gravel. We will talk about
some strategies for safely diving here on the steep
beach that has humbled even the most experienced
divers at times. Because this can also be a deep
dive, we recommend that only experienced divers
attend this club dive.
If conditions are not agreeable we will retreat to our sure-thing dive location, San Carlos
Beach.

Previous Dives
There were no takers for our last night dive due to inclement conditions and lack of divers
showing up…
Hello divers!
If you’ve not yet heard, the Pinnacles Dive Center in Novato has reopened and, to help
promote their business, they are offering one-cent boat dives on the weekends.
Yes, you heard that right, one-cent boat dives!
To sign up, and to see the other happenings in their shop, please visit and like their Facebook
Page.
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Drawn by the prospect of going out on the water on an epic day, Ardelle Gilbert and I attended
their inaugural one-cent dive on Sunday, February 24th. After arriving at the dock, and loading
our gear onto the shop boat, The Double Down, Rick Rowett drove us out to Au Mentos on a
day which was, very simply, stellar. Ardelle and I, having motored out of the harbor many
times, were bracing for the jostle of Monterey’s constant Northwest swell but, on this glorious
day, the seas were flat, the water was clean and, in no time at all, we were looking for the
square center of the Au Mentos reef and preparing to drop the anchor to the bottom of the dive
site.
After the anchor was safely secured on the side of
the reef, we descended the line and discovered
that the site was in rare form. As we worked
around the rocky structure, we discovered that all
of the usual denizens of that reef were present
and lovely. Personally, I’ve never been a huge fan
of Au Mentos, especially on days with
questionable visibility, but, on a day like that, there
was little to no need to navigate. After two
rotations around the reef, we found the anchor line
and began our slow ascent, after 27 minutes of
bottom time and a maximum depth of 42 feet. The
visibility on that dive, was, conservatively, 35 feet.

Cruising around the reef on a lovely day….
Once we’d returned, and the rest of the divers were on board, Ardelle and I enjoyed an easy,
quick drive back to the dock. Before getting out of our gear, we stopped by the tent the dive
shop had set up on Breakwater and enjoyed the tasty breakfast supplied by the shop
owners. The owners indicated that they’d planned to conduct a series of events and boat
dives at Breakwater over the summer so, if you’d like to check them out, please do so The
Pinnacles Dive Center is a top-notch dive shop and well worth your support, especially if you
don’t live in Monterey and have been looking for a reliable shop to service your gear and
organize diving trips. Perhaps, more importantly, the Pinnacles Dive Center is growing their
business the right way, specifically, by contributing to the dive community and forming
relationships with divers - precisely the sort of business I feel we should embrace, especially if
you, like me, have been saddened by the steady contraction of commercial dive boats and
dive shops in Northern and Central California over the years.
Corey Penrose, Dive Coordinator

Other Dive Related Opportunities
Sometimes it’s nice to splash in a new, exciting destination. Bamboo Reef has an upcoming
trip that might interest you.
Bonaire June 22-29, 2019
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Breakwater Scuba is hosting a free BBQ and fun dive, March 16 and a BBQ and night dive
May 11th (with Bamboo Reef and Light & Motion)
Bali November-December 2019
Raja Ampat January 2020
And Backscatter has some interesting offers as well…
Raja Ampat/Triton Bay, Indonesia March 25-April 6, 2019, April 7-19, 2019
Macro Workshop, Anilao Philippines April 8-18, 2019
Digital Shootout, Little Cayman June 15-29, 2019
Cocos Island, Costa Rica July 8-19, 2019
See our business sponsors page for contact info!
Classes
Aquarius Dive Shop www.aquariusdivers.com
We can arrange classes for practically any PADI specialty to suit your requirements. Please call
(831) 375-1933 for more information.
Bamboo Reef www.bambooreef.com
Open Water Class usually begins the third Tuesday of the month. Bamboo Reef welcomes
arrangements for one-on-one instruction. In addition, any specialty or advanced course can be
set up with a minimum of two divers. Please call (831) 372-1685 for more information.
CSUMB – NAUI certification and classes

Membership
The MONTEREY BAY SEA OTTERS
•
•
•
•
•

Promote diving for education and pleasure, under observation of the highest safety
standards.
Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information, education, and training.
Strongly encourage continuing education, environmental conservation, good
sportsmanship, and cooperation with all other users of the marine environment.
Provide a network of dive buddies who believe in the ideals of this club.
Please follow link to the club website for more information or email:
info@montereybayseaotters.org
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MBSO Club Dive Guidance
The Monterey Bay Sea Otters dive club welcomes all certified divers to join club dives. For the
diving pleasure of all participants, divers shall follow the following recommendations set forth by
the club:
A diver may participate as a guest for one dive, after which they are encouraged to officially join
the club and pay the yearly dues. If a diver has not participated in a cold water dive during the
past 6 months or exhibits irresponsible or unsafe behavior, the Beach Marshal may exclude
them from the club dive and refer the diver to a local dive shop for an equipment check and
refresher course.
Attendance at the dive briefing is mandatory for participants.
All club dives will also be posted on our Facebook page and also a reminder email with more
details will be sent out a few days before the dive. Please note that in order to better prepare
for these dives, we kindly ask that if you are in fact planning on attending a club dive, let us know
prior to the dive. We would like to encourage divers to bring along a mesh bag to club dives, in
order to assist in collecting any trash found in the ocean.
If we have to change dive location or cancel a dive, the Dive Coordinator (Corey Penrose) will
send out an email to all club members and the divers/guests, who already contacted them.
General Guidelines For After Work & Night Dives:
To participate in after work dives or night dives, divers must carry a minimum of two lights: one
main light and a back-up light. In addition, divers should attach a colored marker light to their
tank valve. Be sure to check your batteries before you arrive.
For everyone’s diving pleasure the club would like to thank all participants for adhering to these
recommendations for club dives.

Editor’s Note
The Otter Limits arrives just in time to get you excited for our monthly meeting and remind you
of our upcoming dives. In an attempt to provide a steady publication date, all material, and
reports, need to be submitted to the editor no later than the 3rd Wednesday of each month for
publication. Any SCUBA related articles are welcomed and appreciated and will be included as
space allows. Any high-quality underwater pictures are appreciated. Please email to
newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org.
The newsletter has a section for member-led events. If you have an idea, please submit it to a
board member for inclusion.
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Local Sponsors
Free air fills to club members. Limit 2 per day.
10% discount on merchandise

Phone: (831) 375-1933
Dive Conditions Line: (831) 657-1020
Free air fills to club members. 20% discount on gear
servicing

Kindly donating coffee for the MBSO beach clean-up

See Kendall for special MBSO pricing!
10% discount to MBSO members

225 Cannery Row
Monterey, CA 93940
831.717.4546
www.breakwaterscuba.com

See you next month, Sea Otters!
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Monterey Bay Sea Otters 2019 Dive Calendar
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Beach (Stewart’s Point)
Club meeting. Presenter
and Board Nominations

After-work: Lovers Cove
Dive: Stillwater Cove
Backup: McAbee Beach
Club meeting. Presenter
and Board Elections
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JULY
S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

AUGUST
S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2

3
10

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

24

25

26

27

28

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

8

MARCH
S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2
9

23
27

After-work: MacAbee
Beach
Dive: Butterfly House
Club Meeting

SEPTEMBER
S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

S

M

F

S

6

7

13
20

12

APRIL
S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

S

M

T

5

6

7

12

13

14

19

20

26

27

S

M

T

2

3

9

MAY
F

S

20
24
27

10
25

After-work: San Carlos
Beach
Clean-up Dive:
San Carlos Beach
Club meeting
Dive: North Monastery

After-work: Wharf II
Dive: Metridium Fields
Backup: Breakwater
Club meeting

T

W

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

S

M

T

W

Th

F

S

1

2

NOVEMBER

W

Th

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

11

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

15

16

17

18

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

21

22

23

24

25

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

28

29

30

31

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

W

Th

F

S

M

F

S

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

JUNE
S

1

30

29

14
22
26

After-work: Coral Street
Dive: Boat Dive,
Beachhopper II
Club meeting

W

Th

*Dive Locations are subject to change. Changed Info in RED
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After-work: San Carlos
North Monastery
Club meeting

13
21

After-work: Lovers Cove
Coastal Clean-up Day:
San Carlos Beach
Club meeting
Dive: Club BBQ and
Dive: Lovers Cove

25
28

After-work: MacAbee
Beach
19 Dive: Stillwater Cove
Backup: San Carlos
26 Pumpkin Carving Contest:
San Carlos Beach
30 Club meeting

8
23

After-work: Wharf II
Dive: Butterfly House
Backup: Lovers Cove

TBA MBSO Club Holiday Party

DECEMBER
T

9
24
28

20

11

OCTOBER
Th

27
31

After-work: MacAbee
Beach
Clean-up Dive: San
Carlos Beach
Dive: Copper Roof
Club meeting
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2019 Board of Directors
PRESIDENT

Mark Holman

president@montereybayseaotters.org

VICE PRESIDENT

Tom Hubbard

vicepresident@montereybayseaotters.org

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR

Scott McReynolds

activitiesdirector@montereybayseaotters.org

DIVE COORDINATORS

Corey Penrose

divecoordinator@montereybayseaotters.org

SECRETARY

Caleb Lawrence

secretary@montereybayseaotters.org

TREASURER

Walan Chang

treasurer@montereybayseaotters.org

SAFETY OFFICER

Randy Phares

safetyofficer@montereybayseaotters.org

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Matthew Denecour

newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org

http://montereybayseaotters.org/ Webmaster – Corey Penrose
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Face

